Mutual fund transfer agency operations have changed significantly in recent years – primarily as a
result of the widespread adoption of omnibus accounts. Because of the changing nature of transfer
agency work, fund management companies have had to develop enhanced policies and procedures
for oversight of shareholder recordkeeping.
This white paper reviews evolving best practices for oversight of omnibus accounts maintained by
broker-dealers and third-party recordkeepers. It summarizes the conversations of NICSA’s
Intermediary Discussion Forum. Composed of representatives of fund management companies, the
Forum was established in 2011 to discuss intermediary governance and to share information
regarding servicing approaches and best practices.

The mix of account types managed by a mutual fund transfer agent has changed dramatically over
the past 40 years. Here’s a brief overview of the 3 principal account types and historical trends in
their use:

With direct accounts – often referred to as full-service accounts – the fund transfer agent collects
information about each investor (contact information, tax identification number, etc.), opens an
account for each investor, and maintains records of share ownership in that account.
The transfer agent can deal directly with the investor and handles all statement generation and tax
reporting.

To address the needs of intermediaries, the industry developed the Networking system, which was
launched in 1988. Networking is the name of the underlying technology platform – built and
operated by industry utility DTCC – which allows funds and intermediaries to share information
about shareholder accounts.
Fund transfer agents and intermediaries each maintain individual investor accounts on their own
systems, then use Networking to communicate with each other about the payment of dividends,

maintenance transactions and the transfer of shares, among other items. With Networking, the
intermediary can readily incorporate fund holdings in their consolidated account statements.
The Networking system has different “levels;” each level assigns different responsibilities to fund
transfer agents and to intermediaries for account maintenance and communication with the
investor.
Networking accounts were the most common type of account in the 1990s and 2000s, but have now
been superseded by omnibus accounts.

Omnibus accounts allow intermediaries to handle all aspects of mutual fund recordkeeping for their
investors. In an omnibus account arrangement, the intermediary maintains all the individual
investor accounts, while the fund manager has only a single account for the intermediary on its
books. This consolidated account represents the total assets held through the intermediary. (By
contrast, under the Networking system, the fund transfer agent has an account on its books for each
account held by the intermediary.)
The intermediary has increased responsibility for enforcing the rules of the prospectus or, in a
retirement plan, the terms of the governing plan document. The fund transfer agent has only
limited access to account information.
Omnibus accounts have been used since the late 1980s as an efficient way to manage recordkeeping
for payroll deduction defined contribution retirement plans – such as 401(k) plans – which often
had a large number of accounts with very small balances. When fund supermarkets were introduced
in the early 1990s, they adopted the omnibus model as well. For the next two decades, retirement
plans and fund supermarkets remained the primary users of omnibus accounts, while most brokerdealers used the Networking approach.
Over the last several years, however, an increasing number of broker-dealers have sought to convert
Networking accounts to omnibus accounts, in order to have greater control over customer
information and to simplify their regulatory and due diligence obligations related to their customers.
As a result, many fund families report that, today, the preponderance of assets – 80 or 90% or more
– are held in omnibus accounts. The number of Networking accounts has consequently dwindled.

The shift toward omnibus accounts by broker-dealers has required that fund transfer agents
develop enhanced approaches toward monitoring shareholder recordkeeping and ensuring that
funds, service providers, intermediaries, etc. remain in compliance with all prospectus rules and
applicable regulations.
(Note that these functions are generally the responsibility of the fund transfer agent, who has been
delegated this duty by the fund management company. In some fund families, however, these
functions may be performed at the management company level. For simplicity, we use “fund
transfer agent” to refer to all entities with delegated authority for oversight of intermediary
recordkeeping arrangements.)

With direct accounts, fund transfer agents have direct responsibility for establishing policies and
procedures designed to ensure accuracy and compliance – and then for monitoring transactions to
confirm that they have been followed.

But with omnibus accounts, as with Networking accounts, fund transfer agents are acting more
indirectly – through broker-dealer omnibus recordkeepers who now have direct responsibility for
accuracy and compliance.
At the same time, broker-dealers who have established omnibus recordkeeping arrangements with
mutual funds are increasingly being asked by transfer agents to demonstrate that they:




Operate in an environment that makes it likely that they will fulfill their responsibilities.
Have established adequate controls over the recordkeeping processes.
Are complying with prospectus rules and fund requirements.

For their part, transfer agents review available information about the omnibus accounts and request
additional information from the broker-dealers and third-party recordkeepers as they consider it
appropriate. This supplemental material could be in the form of additional data, questionnaires,
audit reports, emails, conference calls or site visits.
In other words, the evolving best practice is for funds to use a third party governance model for
supervising recordkeeping in omnibus accounts. Fund transfer agents define expectations and
verify performance – rather than just performing the work themselves.

Representatives from several fund management companies met in NICSA’s Intermediary
Discussion Forum to review evolving best practices in intermediary governance. While no approach
is appropriate for every firm, the Forum participants agreed that the following 5 practices would be
helpful at many firms. They are presented here for the consideration of other management
companies reviewing their intermediary governance procedures.

Fund transfer agents should consider establishing a working group assigned to intermediary
governance. Because of the evolutionary nature of the transition to omnibus accounts,
associates handling governance issues are often scattered through multiple departments at
many firms. Forum members noted that intermediary governance can be more easily
coordinated and efficient if resources are consolidated in a single working group.

Forum members recommend that transfer agents establish a committee for overseeing
intermediary governance. This committee should include senior executives in addition to
members of the working group.
With senior executive representation, this committee should be able to respond quickly to any
concerns that may develop. As part of its mission, this committee should discuss potential risks,
establish priorities and develop contingency plans.

Forum members suggested that fund transfer agents establish a framework for the due
diligence process. Many have found that doing so via some form of risk matrix or scorecard is
helpful. The matrix can prioritize areas of concern and include metrics for assessing risk in each
category. Transfer agents should contemplate completing a matrix or scorecard for each
omnibus intermediary that they determine is a good candidate for inclusion in an oversight
process according to their model. Forum participants noted that there may be different
processes used for different intermediaries based upon this risk assessment.

Because a significant number of shareholder accounts are held within the omnibus accounts
and serviced directly by the broker dealers and sub-accounting fees may be paid by the fund
(either directly or indirectly), intermediary governance is an issue of considerable importance
to fund boards of directors. Fund transfer agents should communicate regularly with boards
about their intermediary governance approach and efforts.

FICCA stands for “Financial Intermediary Controls and Compliance Assessment.” It is a
framework developed by several mutual fund companies, the Investment Company Institute
and the American Institute of CPAs for assessing the control environment at a financial
intermediary.
The FICCA assessment is prepared by an independent accounting firm retained by the omnibus
intermediary or recordkeeper. The FICCA is designed to address operational controls and can
be used in conjunction with other audit reports such as an SSAE 16. The accounting firm can
assess the intermediary’s controls in 17 areas of interest to fund transfer agents. Those areas
are:


















Financial viability
Management reporting (quality control)
Risk management
Third-party oversight
Code of ethics
Privacy protection
Anti-money laundering
Document retention and recordkeeping
Beneficial owner account (fund complex) setup and maintenance
Transaction processing
Cash and share reconciliations
Escheatment (lost shareholder processing)
Shareholder communications
Sub-account billing, invoice processing
Fee calculations
Information technology (including Internet and voice response unit)
Business continuity / disaster recovery

Forum participants are encouraging intermediaries to adopt the FICCA framework or model. They
agree that broader use of this standardized tool should make intermediary governance more

effective for fund managers, by providing greater transparency about the design and operating
effectiveness of an intermediary’s compliance controls.
At the same time, using a standardized tool should reduce costs for intermediaries, by reducing the
number of information requests from fund managers. It also provides a standardized way for
broker-dealers to report on the effectiveness of their control environment.
To date, several firms have engaged an independent auditor / accounting firm to conduct a FICCA,
and two broker-dealers have already provided the report to transfer agents. Other firms have
expressed their intent to undergo a FICCA assessment in the near future.
Forum participants suggest that transfer agents consider the FICCA criteria when preparing
compliance questionnaires for intermediaries who do not provide a FICCA report.

Although the observations and conclusions contained in this white paper represent the best
thoughts of the individuals comprising the NICSA Intermediary Discussion Forum, they do not
necessarily reflect the views of NICSA or any of its member organizations. Nothing herein is
intended to be or should be construed as legal advice. You should contact your own counsel in order
to obtain legal advice regarding these or any other matters.
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